Unsteady burning of a fuel bed is often encountered in urban and wildland fires. Two kinds of fuel bed are examined. They are a liquid pool and a porous bed. The fuel bed is ignited at one end by a heat source. The fluid flow, heat and mass transfer, combustion and gasification of the fuel bed, and their interactions in the unsteady burning process of the fuel bed are studied by formulating and solving a set of governing equations.
Unsteady burning of a fuel bed is a common phenomenon in both urban and wildland fires. In a wildland fire a tract of woods is simplified as a porous fuel bed. The trees are treated as a solid part of the porous bed, while the air between the trees as a gaseous part of the bed. Thus,the fuel loading and its intervals ean be simulated by setting porosity appropriately. In order to understand the mechanism and rules of the phenomenon, the fluid flow, heat and mass transfer, chemical reactions and their interaction in the burning processes must be studied. There have been some works on circular pool fire with the surroundings at rest (l) , but no numerical predictions of a fire for a rectangular liquid-pool or a porous fuel bed have been reported in the literature. It would be interesting to see the result, if the processes can be formulated and then solved.
Burning of the two kinds of fuel bed mentioned above is numerically studied, which are sketched in Fig.2 . The interaction between the liquid pool and the fire takes place on the surface of the pool, which can be considered through appropriate boundary conditions. For the porous fuel bed the interactions of the bed and fire exist within the bed as well. The influence of the bed on the fire must be taken into account. In the present study this is done by incorporating appropriate source terms into the governing equations of the gas phase, and by introducing volumetric & surface, porosity in the numerical methods. Source terms added to the continuity, momentum, energy and species equations represent, respectively, the mass transfer from solid to gas, the drag force exerted by the porous surface, the heat transfer from gas to the porous surface, and the production rate of fuel volatiles by pyrolysis. Porosity is a mathematical representation of blockage to fluid flow within the region of interest. These will be described in detail in the Section 2. Wind usually affects the fire. The effects are studied here by setting a certain wind speed as a boundary condition of the momentum equation.
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS

A. Governin~Equations
The rectangular fuel bed with infinite length and finite width is placed horizontally. The coming air flows parallel to the fuel bed with an uniform velocity. An ignition source is located at one end of the bed. The main interest in the present study is focused on the unsteady processes between ignition and steady burning. Accordingly, the following assumptions are made:
• the processes are two-dimensional and unsteady;
• the flow and combustion are laminar, if the surrounding air is at rest; the processes will become turbulent, if the coming flow is turbulent or when the flame covers the whole fuel bed; • the geometry of the fuel bed does not change during the processes studied;
• radiation is negligible, since the flame is small and weak, and the temperature of gas is relatively low during the unsteady processes.
Under these assumptions the governing equations of the gas phase are as follows continuity equation: momentum equation: 
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where the source terms in brackets, { }, are valid only within the porous bed. In the brackets S stands for the total mass flow rate from the solid to the gas; f x and f y are drag forces exerted on the gas phase
where C dx and C dy are drag coefficients; SAx and SAy are upwind areas. h in refers to the enthalpy of the released gas (2 -9) Q, is the heat transfer rate from gas to solid; IX ru is mass fraction of species fuel in the released gas.
These governing equations can be written into a general form.
where <P stands for dependent variables; I'<l > for the exchange coefficient and S<l> for the source term for the appropriate variable <P.
B. Turbulence Models
The k-s turbulence model with the modifications for buoyancy effects is adopted here for calculation of turbulence viscosity (2) , Ilt. The fuel vopor comes from vaporization of the liquid fuel or pyrolysis of the porous fuel bed. A simple one-step irreversible reaction is used to describe the combustion. A unit mass of fuel combines with s mass units of oxygen to give (1+s) units of products, s here refers to the stoichoimetric ra tio of fuel and oxygen.
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At the ignition stage temperature and chemical kinetics has a strong effect on the burning process, and so an Arrhenius type of formula of reaction rate is used. Afterward, the mixing processes become more important in controlling the reaction rate. The local reaction rate is expressed with the Magnussen's (3) version of Spalding's eddy-break--up model. where A is a heat transfer coefficient; 1'2 the temperature of the gas adjacent to liquid surface; 1'1 the temperature of liquid related to the vaporization rate, and To the initial temperature of the liquid; rn and L stands for vaporization rate per unit area and latent heat respectively.
In the case of the unsteady burning of a porous fuel bed, the porous fuel bed is placed within the system studied. It can not be treated as a boundary. The temperature of the solid part of the porous bed increases as heat is transferred to it from the gas phase. Wood is here taken as the material of the solid part of porous bed. Variation of its pyrolysis rate with its temperature can be found from the literature ( where Pwo is the density of wood; Two is the temperature of wood.
E. Numerical Methods
The set of governing equation is discretized with the second-order upwind differencing scheme (QUICK) (5) , and then solved iteratively with the SIMPLE procedure (6) • In order to compute the unsteady burning of a tract of forest a way is needed to simulate its presence within the integration domain and to account for the interactions between the trees and the gas within or outside the tract of forest. The trees and the gas in between are considered as the solid and the gaseous part of a porous bed respectively. It is not possible to know the details of motion of gas within the porous bed in the small scale because the boundary conditions are two complicated and the number of grid required for resolution are for too big for the present computer, if a forest fire is to be numerically simulated. Therefore, a compromise has to be made between accuracy and practicability. Fortunately, our interest is on the relatively large scale motion from the practical point of view.
Porosity is here proposed as a concept and approach to simulate the porous fuel bed within the integration domain. Porosity is a proportion of a cell through which fluid can flow. Both volume porosity and surface porosity are introduced. They express the proportions of volume and surface of a cell respectively, which are available for fluid flow in the cell. In other words, this part is not blocked. Unity porosity means no blockage, while complete blockage is represented by zero porosity. Porosity can be as factors incorporated into the discretized equations ( where V stands for the volume of a cell; Pov and Poi for the volume porosity and surface porosity of the cell respectively; the subscript i for each surface of the cell. For example, the volume porosity is 0.25, and the surface porosities Pow' PO" Poe' P on are equal to 1.,0.5,0.5,1. respectively in the cell shown in Fig.I . The isotherms are given in Fig.3 (a) , (b) and (c), corresponding to 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 second after ignition respectively. The corresponding contours of fuel mass fraction and flow pattern are shown in (d), (e), (f) and (g), (h), (i). It can be seen that the flame spreads from the ignition source along the surface of the liquid pool to the other end of the pool. It is found from the figure that the flame spreads to cover the whole surface of the pool 0.5m in width in 0.25 second. Therefore the predicted speed of flame spread on average is around 2m / s, which is in agreement with experiment findings to some extent. Also, it is noted that the flow is induced by buoyancy due to the heat release in the combustion process. The induced flow enhances heat and mass transfer by convection and mixing, and intensifies the burning. Half a second after ignition, see Fig.3 (i) , a rather large fire is formed, and the entrainment from environment to the fire plume is much stronger than before, and the recirculating flow can be seen in the downright part of the integration domain.
B. Unsteady Burning' of A Porous Fuel Bed
The porous fuel bed is 0.12m wide and 0.08m high, occupying 6 x 4 cells in the integration domain. The porosity of the bed is supposed to be uniform. For each cell in the bed, its volume porosity is 0.25, and the surface porosity are 1., 0.5, 0.5, and 1. respectively for the west, south, east and north surface of the cell. The ignition source of 500W is located in the downright corner of the bed, and occupies two cells there. Airflow comes into the integration domain from its east boundary with the uniform velocity of 0.5m / s.
Many computations have been performed, but only some typical results are given here. Fig.4 shows the flow field at a time 10 second after ignition. It is seen clearly that there is a flow upward driven by buoyancy near the heat source within the porous bed.
Discrepancy between the predictions and a real fire may result from neglecting some subprocesses, such as radiation, soot formation and consumption, motion within the liquid, and heat transfer in the solid part of the porous bed. These wi11 be accounted for in the ongoing project.
CONCLUSIONS
Unsteady burning of a combustible-liquid pool and a porous fuel bed with a cross airflow have been predicted respectively. The computational results obtained are plausible and promising. The burning of a porous fuel bed is different from that of a solid one due to the existence of gas flow, convective heat transfer, combustion, and their interactions within the bed. The processes can be studied by constructing and solving a set of governing equations of gas phase with appropriate modifications of their source terms and numerical treatment of introducing volumetric and surface porosity of each cell into the discretized equations.
Both models and numerical methods adopted for calculations need to be verified by comparisons with experimented data. Therefore, experimental studies on unsteady burning of a fuel bed with a cross airflow are required and appreciated.
